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Buxoff launches first of a kind E-commerce discussion forums in America

First Dedicated E-commerce forums launched by Buxoff, The truly free platform for online offers in
America

SAN FRANCISCO - Nov. 17, 2014 - PRLog -- After tasting success on its online platform for coupons
and offers, Buxoff.com has gone one step ahead in providing a seamless experience for online consumers
by launching discussion forums that will be dedicated to E-commerce.

Buxoff.com, the first truly free online platform for offers, was launched to enable thousands of online
retailers to promote its store by providing exciting deals and offers to consumers. Buxoff states that while
there are multiple discussion forums present on the net, but there isn’t a single forum that is dedicated to
E-commerce, whether it is about finding the right product, right offer, product reviews, or whether you need
to know the latest technology trends related to E-commerce, you will find it on buxoff discussion forums
(http://buxoff.com/c/) .

“While currently the forum is in its beta phase, we plan to use technology to differentiate our platform. In
the coming days we will be using Artificial Intelligence (Ai ) to provide the most relevant and personalized
content to our user community in terms of trending topics and stores.”

About Buxoff

Buxoff.com is the first truly free Online Platform for Offers and discussions in America. But in its true
sense, its not just a website, or a platform, its an idea, a vision, a movement , to change the way online
offers are accessed by millions of consumers, and promoted by thousands of online stores and brands.

We want to be the destination where each and every online store, irrespective of its size, is able to promote
its offers and deals. If you are an online consumer looking out for best deals/offers along with product
information/user feedback and discussions, then look no further. If you are an online store, tired with the
existing domination of coupon websites who are taking away a slice of your revenue then you have come to
the right place.(Visit our Forums http://buxoff.com/c/ )

To know more about Buxoff.com and how we aim to disrupt the coupon industry follow our blogs at
blog.buxoff.com , and if you are interested in the latest offers and deals then follow us on twitter -
@buxoffdotcom We are excited and looking forward to the journey that lies ahead.
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